**Public transportation:**

**From Munich main station**

Use metro (U-Bahn) **U1/U2** to Sendlinger Tor and change there to **U6** in direction Garching-Forschungszentrum. Exit at **Garching-Hochbrück**.

Follow the pathway from the station thru the underpass until you reach the building Parking 35 (ca. 3 Minuten). Please use the entrance at the nort-east side (pink arrow).

Use the escalator to the third floor.

**From the airport:**

Use a taxi – it saves much time as we are located half-way between airport and the city.

**Arriving by car:**

Coming either from South (from Munich City) or from North (from Nürnberg or from the airport), follow the highway (Autobahn) **A9** to exit **Garching Süd**.

Drive on road B471 for approximately 500 meters in direction **Oberschleißheim**

Make a right turn when you come to the traffic light, enter the small roundabout and leave it at the third exit.